BEST
RESTAURANTS

We served up a selection of the 219 critic's and readers' picks in this year's Best Restaurants poll in takeout boxes (preferably biodegradable), since that's been the reality of dining in 2020. Flip through the pages for inspiration on where to order from next!
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OUR TURN TO SERVE THEM

BY TROY JOHNSON

I WANT A CROWDED TABLE IN A CROWDED ROOM. I want to order some finger foods to share, take a sip of your drink, high five, hug, break into song, rub a menu on my face for no apparent reason, secretly embarrass myself. Do all the vapid but important things. I want to do this for hours and hours and talk about dreams, not adultery. I want to stay so long they kick us out, so we adjourn to a crowded dive bar packed with semi-clean people and watch a band sweat and scream. We’re gonna stage dive.

We all like to take this year back to the year store. But we can’t. So we sanitize and find ties. We know about perspective. We realize when this is over we will truly savor and appreciate the endorphin cocktail of the “good times” because we slogged through the pandemic’s bowl of icky snot.

I prefer reality over rosier pictures. I’m not going to force-feed you a bag of silver linings while the bars and restaurants we love are choking on the clouds. This is the meanest, cruellest, unlustiest thing that’s ever happened to our restaurant culture. And when we say culture, we mean the dishwashers, line cooks, bussers, hosts, farmers, fishermen, breadmakers, winemakers, food truck drivers, cleaning crews, and of course the chefs and owners and entrepreneurs.

Behind every bite or sip are people.

Restaurants are the wildflowers that grow in the cracks of our neighborhoods. A bootstrap taco joint or life-savings cafe is often the first domino of rejuvenation for a struggling block. And we’ve never needed them more. As we become more isolated, staring at our endless arsenal of growboxes, restaurants and bars and caterers help us binge-watch humanity. They inspire us to put our phones down for minutes or hours of a time and do old human stuff—talk, eat, jokes, make friends, make family, make business partners, make love, make cities.

The San Diego Magazine editorial staff questioned the appropriateness of doing a Best Restaurants issue during the pandemic. I really struggled. Every year I write about my reticence to name one place “best” when behind every place are humans with hearts doing good work. Especially now. I want to write carey love poems for every single one of them. But unfortunately time and space still exist, and that’s a task best left for Sisyphus. What it comes down to is this: This issue helps the couple hundred restaurants we’ve listed here, and it honors the work and contributions to what make San Diego so imminently livable. It’s better to help a couple hundred than none at all.

This list is personal. I don’t claim it to be the end-all, nor the be-all. I don’t eat with your mouth. Every week, people email us to ask, “Where should I eat or drink?” I don’t usually send them 15-plus restaurants, because they would question my sanity. But that’s exactly what I’ve compiled for you guys here—along with the choices you voted for.

My personal “best Chef” this year doesn’t have a restaurant (yet). Phillip Estefan has been a silent creative force in San Diego kitchens, at Cork & Craft and then Consortium Holdings. When the pandemic hit, he worked with World Central Kitchen to cook for front-line workers and started his own catering concept, Craft Meals, where he donates a meal for every one purchased. He’s also one of a few chefs leading a renaissance in Filipino food, building a new restaurant in National City where he grew up and a food stall in Liberty Station (opening soon). So many chefs have helped so many people during all of this. If you want a silver lining, it’s that. Even with their own survival tenuous, restaurants and bars and caterers fed others.

How is our time to help them. Order takeout or delivery. Tip excessively if you have the means. Buy gift certificates for the massive goodbye-COVID party we’re going to have. (It will happen. We will stage dive.)

If you’re comfortable, dine out. Be safe, be respectful, be patient, be kind, be there for our food and drink people.

Thanks, guys.
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CRITIC'S PICK
Breakfast Republic
READERS' PICK
Breakfast Republic
RUNNER-UP
Parakeet Café